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Abstract

Question paraphrases
Have this patient’s bilirubin changed over time?
What are the recent bilirubin results?
Has the patient had bilirubin testing, if so please
give results?
What has this patient's bilirubin been
throughout admission?
Does the patient have scanned records for a
prior bilirubin?

We present emrKBQA, a dataset for answering physician questions from a structured patient record. It consists of questions, logical
forms and answers. The questions and logical
forms are generated based on real-world physician questions and are slot-filled and answered
from patients in the MIMIC-III KB (Johnson
et al., 2016) through a semi-automated process. This community-shared release consists
of over 940000 question, logical form and answer triplets with 389 types of questions and
≈7.5 paraphrases per question type. We perform experiments to validate the quality of the
dataset and set benchmarks for question to logical form learning that helps answer questions
on this dataset.

1

Figure 1: Questions (and paraphrases) with answers
from MIMIC-III

scale dataset with over 1M question-answer and
question-logical form pairs. They templated and
slot-filled physician questions and logical forms on
clinical notes and extracted corresponding answers
from annotations on clinical notes for tasks like
entity extraction and relation learning in the i2b2
challenges (Uzuner et al., 2011).

Introduction

The last decade has seen widespread adoption of
electronic health records (EHRs) across hospitals
and clinics in the US (Jha et al., 2006; Evans, 2016).
Physicians often seek answers to questions from a
patient’s EHR to support clinical decision-making
(Demner-Fushman et al., 2009). It is not too hard
to imagine a future where a physician interacts with
an EHR system and asks it complex questions and
expects precise answers, with adequate context,
from a patient’s record (Pampari et al., 2018). Central to such a world is a medical question answering
system that processes natural language questions
asked by physicians and finds answers to the questions in structured and unstructured sources in the
patient’s record.
However, the longitudinal, domain specific nature of patient records along with privacy concerns
makes it difficult to develop large-scale annotated
datasets for training machine learning models. This
motivated Pampari et al. (2018) to develop the first
community-shared patient QA dataset, emrQA, using a semi-automated process and create a large-

However, emrQA is restricted to answers within
or across clinical notes. Clinical notes are known
to capture relations between entities (treatments for
problems, side-effects of a drug), signs or symptoms (palpitations), temporal and causal events. On
the other hand, structured data in the EHR is considered more reliable for labs results, prescriptions, vitals and other measurements (Hanauer et al., 2015).
Hence, a complete EHR QA system should consider data across both these sources in answering a
question.
Thus, we propose emrKBQA, a dataset for answering natural language questions from the structured portion of EHR data by mapping questions
to logical forms. We demonstrate an instance of
using this dataset for question answering using the
MIMIC-III KB (a set of question paraphrases and
answers from MIMIC shown in Figure 1). The resultant dataset consists of 940,713 question answer
pairs from 389 question types (unique instances of
questions, i.e., templates) and 52 question/logical
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forms groups (where questions within the group are
paraphrases) from 100 patients. We benchmark semantic parsing and answering results on this dataset
by learning to map natural language questions to
logical forms and retrieving the answer from a KB
of patient records. The main contributions of this
work are as follows: (1) We develop and release
emrKBQA, the first large-scale community-shared
dataset for patient-specific QA on structured patient
records1 . (2) emrKBQA will help train models for
semantic parsing and answering questions from the
structured EHR. This will help us progress towards
answering on the EHR as a whole (in conjunction
with emrQA). (3) We benchmark state of the art
semantic parsing models on the dataset for QA on
structured patient records.
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directly generate the SQL query for a given question, and also performs edits using an attentivecopying mechanism. The questions in the dataset
are always asked over a patient-cohort such as “how
many patients had the diagnosis icd9 code 53190?”.
However, the questions in emrQA are specific to a
patient. This makes a big difference as the corpus
for answering is smaller (limited to the patient’s
record, which may include several admissions), the
answers may be viewed in conjunction with answers from the unstructured record, the type of
questions asked varies, and redundancy and variability in answers to the same question may affect
model performance.
Park et al. (2020) construct an EHR QA dataset
from MIMIC-III where the question-answer pairs
are represented in SQL (table-based) and SPARQL
(graph-based). Here again, the questions are defined over patient cohorts; e.g., “What number of
married patients suffered from other convulsions?”,
making it inherently different from the emrKBQA
task. They construct a knowledge graph by relating
tables in the database and explore both table-based
and graph-based QA (using SPARQL). emrKBQA
maps questions to logical forms based on a schema
of entities and relations. The tables and columns
in the KB are mapped to the entities and attributes
in the schema. Logical forms capturing the information need expressed in the question are then
instantiated from this schema. Thus, emrKBQA
instantiates logical forms from a relational schema
(representing entities and relations typically found
in the EHR) and facilitates a query language/ resource independent way of representing questions
and answering them beyond just individual tables
in the KB.

Related Work

The question answering (QA) problem is usually
defined over unstructured texts or structured knowledge bases (KB QA). In case of KB QA, questions
are usually mapped to logical forms (or a query
language using SQL, SPARQL, etc.) (Zettlemoyer
and Collins, 2005; Berant and Liang, 2014) that
are then used to retrieve the answer. In the medical
domain, there is limited prior work on answering
patient-specific questions over structured clinical
data.
Roberts and Demner-Fushman (2016, 2015) introduce target logical form definitions and present
a rule based method for converting natural language questions over structured data in the EHR
into logical forms. They work with a dataset of
446 questions collected during clinician ICU visits
and propose an approach using question decomposition, concept recognition and normalization, and
rule based semantic parsing. However, the questions and logical forms were not publicly released.
In contrast, we present a large-scale communityshared dataset of over 900k generated questions
from 52 unique question templates, logical forms
and answers.
More recently, Wang et al. (2020) create a new
large-scale Question-SQL pair dataset (MIMICSQL) on the MIMIC-III dataset, again using the
generation process as in Pampari et al. (2018).
They propose a deep learning based TRanslate-Edit
Model for Question-to-SQL generation that adapts
the widely used sequence-to-sequence model to

KB-based QA datasets (question semantic parsing) use annotated question and logical form pairs
for supervision where the logical forms (that can be
then easily be mapped to any query language) are
used to retrieve answers from a database (Bordes
et al., 2014; Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Berant
and Liang, 2014). emrKBQA provides a dataset
that can be used to train models to retrieve answers
to natural language questions (by mapping them to
logical forms) from the structured part of the EHR.
The logical forms are instantiated from a schema
that captures domain entities, attributes and relations proposed in emrQA (Pampari et al., 2018).
We demonstrate the value of the dataset by answering natural language questions posed by physicians

1
https://github.com/emrQA/emrKBQA scripts
to generate emrKBQA from MIMIC data.
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as follows. We first train state of the art sequence
models for semantic parsing to map questions to
(query-language agnostic) logical forms. We then
map the learned logical forms to the desired query
language (SQL) using a deterministic process.
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to also insert instances of just month and day, or
date without time when slot-filling (along with using the original format). Doing so ensures that the
questions are more likely to be naturally asked.
As in this example, the questions are patientspecific and the expected answer is in the structured
part of the patient record. Each question template
is also assigned one or more question types, which
is a new field (not in emrQA) to further categorize
question templates in emrKBQA. Question type
can take one or more of the following values:

Dataset Creation

emrKBQA is generated using a process similar to
emrQA. We begin with the same initial question,
logical form and template pool as emrQA. However, the question template groups, corresponding
logical forms and what constitutes an answer have
all been updated by a medical expert to better reflect answering needs.
Questions. emrKBQA contains natural lan-

• YesNo = yes/no questions, e.g., “Is |test| value
abnormal”, “Is the patient on |medication|”
• Temp = temporal or when questions, e.g.,
“date last |test|”

Answer Categories across Question (template) Types

• Fact = factual or what questions, e.g., “Range
of |test|”

12
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8

A side-effect of the generation process (slotfilling) is that all YesNo questions have a Yes answer. We counter this by also generating questions
where the answer will be No. We do this by slotfilling |problem|, |test|, |medication|, |treatment|
based on the question and using top 50 most frequently occurring entities in appropriate tables
(based on the entity type). Some of these questions
are now bound to have No as the answer when
applied to our patient set.
The types of questions are a consequence of the
questions provided by the physicians who were
polled for the initial question set. This was independent of any underlying data and simply based
on what they would want to know about their own
patients. While several other questions may be answerable on any underlying KB (like MIMIC), we
wanted the question set to reflect what an actual
physician may want to know from a patient record.
Logical Forms. Logical forms are a structured
representation that capture the information need
expressed in the question through entities, relations
and attributes and are generated as a by-product
of the emrQA generation process. They provide
a human-comprehensible symbolic representation,
linking questions to answers, and help build interpretable models critical to the medical domain
(Davis et al., 1977; Vellido et al., 2012). They are
formally defined by Pampari et al. (2018) in emrQA. They encapsulate how we are answering a
question (since that can be subjective). They are
instantiated from a schema representing entities
and relations found in the EHR. We use the same
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Figure 2: Distribution of answer categories against
question template types. Some questions have multiple
categories like medication and therapeutic procedure or
condition and smoking .

guage questions posed by physicians at the Veteran’s Administration (VA), Mayo Clinic and
Cleveland Clinic on patient records (Raghavan
et al., 2018). These questions have been transformed into templates by replacing entities with
entity-type placeholders (same as emrQA). The
dataset consists of 389 such question templates.
The placeholders are then slot-filled with appropriate entities from a KB. For instance, “Is the patient
on lisinopril?” is transformed to: “Is the patient
on |medication|?” The |medication| placeholder is
then slot-filled with different medication names
from a KB. While the slot-filling is done indiscriminately in emrQA, we constrain the slot-filling by
constraining the entity types, wherever possible,
with the help of a medical expert. E.g., we filter
Prescriptions (table) with drug type (table column)
base (column value) in slot-filling medication questions. We also filter out certain icd codes from the
diagnoses icd table in questions with conditions.
We process the date field (yyyy-mm-dd, hh:mm:ss)
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VitalEvent
• Test
ProcedureEvent
• VitalName
Test LabEvent
• • Date
ProcedureName
• • •Result
Test
Date
• • •Status
LabName
• Result
•
Date
• Status
•
Result
• AbnormalResultFlag
• Status
• AbnormalResultFlag

Medication/Treatment
MedicationName
Startdate
Enddate
Strength
Route
Formulation
Dosage
ProcedureEvent

•
•
•
•

Treatment
ProcedureName
Date
Status

labevents, d_labitems
d_labitems.label
labevents.charttime
labevents.value & labevents.valueuom
not available
labevents.flag
ConditionEvent
prescriptions

MedicationEvent
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Events and attributes from emrQA logical forms used in emrKBQA mapped to MIMIC-III schema

prescriptions.drug
prescriptions.startdate
prescriptions.enddate
prescriptions.prod_strength
prescriptions.route
prescriptions.form_unit_disp
not available

•
•
•
•

Problem
ConditionName
DiagnosisDate
Status

diagnoses_icd,
d_icd_diagnoses, admissions
d_icd_diagnoses.long_title
Prior to admissions.dischtime
not available

OR

chartevents, admissions
(itemid=225059 or 225811)
chartevents.value
Prior to admissions.admittime
not available

SmokingQuitEvent
• SmokingUseEvent
QuitDate
• • Method
IsTobaccoUser
• YearsOfUse
• PackPerDay

chartevents, d_items (itemid=227687 or 225108)
d_items.label: chartevents.value
not available
not available

procedureevents_mv, d_items
(ordercategoryname=“Continuous Procedures”, “Peritoneal Dialysis”, or “Ventilation”)
emrQA question template entities
emrQA logical form attributes

d_items.label
procedureevents_mv.starttime
not available

MIMIC-III data tables and fields

Figure 3: Mapping between emrKBQA schema entities, attributes and tables (yellow boxes) and columns in
MIMIC (shown in blue). See MIMIC schema for a description of MIMIC table and column names(Johnson et al.,
2016)

schema as Pampari et al. (2018) and map the tables
and columns in MIMIC to the schema entities and
attributes (see Figure 3).
The schema entities (yellow boxes in Figure 3)
represent entities of interest in patient records. In
emrQA these are derived from the annotated entities in i2b2 (since emrQA was slot-filled from
i2b2 annotations). We use the same entities for emrKBQA as our question set is a subset of emrQA.
The structured MIMIC KB does not contain any
semantic relations (relates, conducted/reveals, improves, worsens, causes, given/not given (Pampari
et al., 2018)). Thus, Figure 3 does not show any
of the relations defined in the emrQA schema. An
example of the mapping between a schema entity
and MIMIC table is as follows. The MedicationEvent (entity that corresponds to Medication and
Treatment in our logical form templates) from the
schema maps to the Prescriptions table in MIMIC.
The entity attributes (shown in red) correspond to
the columns in the Prescription table (shown in
blue) as illustrated in the figure.
In our example, the logical form for question
template “Is the patient on |medication|?” would
be annotated as “MedicationEvent |medication|”,
where |medication| would be slot-filled with medication names from the KB. The logical form helps
identify appropriate tables, entities and values required from the KB.
Structured data typically factually records lab
values, vitals, conditions on admission, and medications but rarely records relations between these en-

tities. In case of emrKBQA, none of the questions
that involve resolving relations to answer a question in emrQA are answerable from structured data
in MIMIC. However, answering questions about
schema entities and attributes requires querying
and combining information from multiple related
tables in MIMIC.
While logical forms are an outcome of the process used to generate emrQA, they are not essential
to answering questions over unstructured data like
clinical notes. The more traditional use of logical forms is in answering natural language questions from a structured KB. It is easier to convert
a question to logical form than to SQL (which is
longer and more complex for most questions, often including multiple nested queries and joins).
They provide a query-language agnostic intermediate representation that captures information need
expressed in the question using a representation
that is perhaps more annotator friendly. Moreover,
since logical forms are defined over a schema that
captures domain-specific entities and relations, they
are independent of the underlying database type or
query language.
Question Paraphrase Groups. Question paraphrases are different ways of asking the same thing.
The emrKBQA dataset is paraphrase rich with an
average of 7.5 paraphrases per question. In emrKBQA, questions that map to the same logical form
and share the same question type are considered
paraphrases. The dataset has 52 question template
groups where each group maps to the same logical
67

form. This is because the answer to a question may
vary based on question type even if they map to the
same logical form. E.g., Consider the questions in
Table 1; the first set of questions are paraphrases
since their question type is Fact and they map to
the same logical form. So the expected answer is
the lab values and date. However, in case of the
last question, where the question type is YesNo, the
expected answer is a Yes or a No along with the lab
values and date. The paraphrases were a natural
outcome of the question collection process, where
the physicians who were polled phrased the same
information need in different ways. Paraphrases
may be syntactic variations (word re-ordering) or
substitution based (word/ phrase substitution) or a
combination of the two.
Paraphrases
Previous |test| levels?
What is |test| value?
What is the patient’s |test| levels?
How is his |test| trending?
Show me a trend of his |test|?

Ques Type
Fact
Fact
Fact
Fact
Fact

Has |test| been measured before

YesNo

retrieve the answer from the KB. The answer to
this question would be evidence in the structured
data that records the patient taking lisinopril along
with some contextual details about the medication.
“Yes/No, Start date, End date”.
Dataset Generation Process. We use the question/logical form templates from emrQA and filter
out templates that cannot be mapped to MIMIC
structured data. We then map entity placeholders
in the templates to MIMIC columns and populate
the placeholders with MIMIC data corresponding
to the placeholder entity type. The mapping between entity placeholders and the MIMIC tables
and columns2 is shown in Figure 4. Finally, we
extract answers from MIMIC. In the example below, the entity |test| is populated by joining the
labevents table with d labitems (dictionary mapping lab itemids to labels) and retrieving the label
field (Hemoglobin), which is used to slot fill the
question template and the logical form template.
The result for this question is a concatenation of
value and valueuom (unit of measurement) from the
labevents table; these are sorted by the charttime
field. Example questions, logical forms, question
type and answer categories are shown in Table 2.

Table 1: Example question paraphrases that map to the
same logical form LabEvent (|test|) [date=x, result=x,
sortBy(date)] OR VitalEvent (|test|) [date=x, result=x,
sortBy(date)], the first set that also share question type
are considered paraphrases.

4

Dataset Creation Results

emrKBQA consists of 940,713 question answer
pairs over 100 patients, generated from 389 question templates and 52 question type-specific logical
form templates3 . emrKBQA contains an average
of 7.5 paraphrases per question type-specific logical form template (ranging from 1 to 55), where
a paraphrase is defined as question templates sharing the same question type that map to the same
logical form template. Of the generated question
answer pairs, 90.9% are test results, 7.8% relate to
medications, 1.2% to conditions, and the remaining
to other topics (e.g., allergies, tobacco use). The
limited size of the medication data can be attributed
to the use of emrQA questions as the starting point.
emrQA questions are based on an outpatient setting where medication data is available while emrKBQA is from an ICU setting where prescription
data is available. Thus several questions about adherence, dosage and frequency of medication were
not part of emrKBQA. Only 1% (3,429 rows) of
the generated dataset were condition related results
since fields such as diagnosis time and relationships

Answers. Answers in emrKBQA are cell values from a table(s) in the KB. Broadly the answer categories in emrKBQA are Test, Medication, Allergy, Therapeutic Procedures, Conditions
and Smoking. Figure 2 shows the distribution of
questions across different answer categories. Most
questions asking about Test are factual or YesNo
whereas Condition and Medication have more questions that are Temporal in nature.
As in emrQA, the answers to questions are derived in a semi-automated manner. Each question is
mapped to a logical form that captures the entities
and relations that are required to adequately answer
the question. This mapping is done by a medical
expert. The expert uses an ontology that captures
entities, entity attributes and relations in the patient
record to define the logical form for a question (we
use the same schema as emrQA). The slot-filled logical forms such as, “MedicationEvent|lisinopril|”,
are mapped to an underlying query language using a deterministic procedure (like SQL) that help

2
3
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https://mit-lcp.github.io/mimic-schema-spy/
the process can be applied to any number of patients

50811

50811

50811
50811
50811

Figure 4: emrKBQA generation process

between treatments and conditions or between medications and conditions are unavailable in MIMIC.

5

paraphrases of some training instance, the model is
expected to generalize to unseen test instance.
In a previous work, Min et al. (2020) have shown
state-of-the-art performance on model generalization for sequence to sequence tasks. They handle
unseen sentential paraphrases at test time by incorporating paraphrase detection and generation
as auxiliary tasks. In case of paraphrase generation (ParaGen), they sample a question paraphrase
during training and learn to generate it along with
the main task of logical form prediction. In the
paraphrase detection model (ParaDetect), they sample a paraphrase and learn to identify if the sample
and the input question are paraphrases by looking at their embeddings in the auxiliiary task. We
use the best performing model reported in Min
et al. (2020) and perform the following experiments
across both splitting schemes: (1) Naive splitting
scheme with a baseline model - seq2seq model
with copy mechanism (Gu et al., 2016), (2) Paraphrase splitting scheme with a baseline model seq2seq model with copy mechanism, and (3) Paraphrase splitting scheme with the best-performing
ParaGen+ParaDetect model.

Task Definition and Models

Each instance in emrKBQA consists of the follwing
elements - question, question paraphrase group,
question type, logical form, answer - defined in Section 3. Our goal is to build a model that when presented with a test question on the KB, provides an
answer. We achieve this by first modeling the question to logical form learning problem as a semantic
parsing task. Here, given an input natural language
question, we predict its logical form. Next, we
map the predicted logical form to a SQL query in a
deterministic manner to retrieve the answer from
the KB. The answer is the set of cell values from
the underlying KB that answer the question. We
detail these two steps in the following sections.
5.1

Semantic Parsing

The task setup for semantic parsing is as follows:
given a question in emrKBQA, predict the logical form for that question. As emrKBQA contains
several question paraphrases that map to the same
logical form, the learning task can be set up in
two ways, (1) naive splitting scheme, where input
instances are split at random between train and
test data, and (2) paraphrase-level splitting scheme,
where a question paraphrase seen during train time
is not observed in the test set. Thus, the model
is tested on whether it can infer the meaning of
this question only from its paraphrased forms seen
during training. While the paraphrase-level split
is more challenging than the naive one, the setting is more realistic. Since the test instances are

5.2

Predicted Logical form to Answer

Finally, the predicted logical form is now mapped
to a SQL query to retrieve an answer from the KB.
Each question template maps to a logical form template and for each logical form template, we have
a corresponding SQL query template. While this
mapping is deterministic, the errors in the predicted
logical forms require us to use approximate matching functions to map the predicted logical form
(template) to the correct logical form template. We
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Question

Logical Form
LabEvent(|test|)
What were the results
[abnormalResultFlag=Y, date=|date|, result=x]
of abnormal
OR [{LabEvent(|test|)
|test| in |date|?
[date=|date|, abnormalResultFlag=Y]
What is the patients
ConditionEvent(|problem|) [diagnosisdate=x]
|problem| history?
OR SymptomEvent(|problem|) [onsetdate=x]
How long has patient been MedicationEvent(|medication|)
on |medication|?
[startdate=x, enddate=x]
ConditionEvent(|problem|) [diagnosisdate=x]
Has the patient ever been
OR [{MedicationEvent(x) OR
diagnosed or
ProcedureEvent(x)}
treated for |problem|?
given ConditionEvent(|problem|)]

QType

ACat

F

Test

F

Cond

T

Med

YN

Cond

Table 2: Example questions and logical forms across question types Fact(F), Temporal(T), YesNo (YN) and answer
categories Test, Condition, Medication

Splitting
Scheme
Naive

achieve this by matching the by using string similarity measures like edit distance. We then extract
the slot filled entity from the predicted logical form
and slot fill the SQL query. This query is then run
to derive the answer. This answering accuracy is
captured in the denotation accuracy metric.

Paraphrase
Paraphrase

5.3

Experimental Settings

We split emrKBQA dataset according to our two
splitting schemes, naive and paraphrase-level, and
create two sets of train (70%), dev (10%) and test
(20%) datasets. We evaluate the performance of
our semantic parsing step using Exact Match (EM)
(Min et al., 2020), and our logical form to answer
step using Denotation Accuracy (Lin et al., 2019)
metrics. EM only considers model outputs that are
identical to the labeled ones as correct, while denotation accuracy considers logical forms that return
the label answer from the database as correct. We
utilize Min et al. (2020)’s public implementation4
for executing the experiments. We used the default
hyperparameters.
5.4

5

EM Denotation
Accuracy
0.95 0.96

Seq2seq with
copy
Seq2seq with 0.83 0.84
copy
ParaGen + Pa- 0.82 0.82
raDetect

Table 3: Semantic parsing results on paraphrase splits.

hyperparameter tuning on out emrKBQA dataset.
For error analysis, we randomly sampled 100
error instances from our best performing seq2seq
with copy model predictions. We present the major error categories with examples in Table 4. Almost half of the errors were attributed to questions
with multiple entities. In the first example, the
two entities “white blood cells” and date “213904-01 06:23:00” are merged to “white 06:23:00”
in the predicted logical form, leading to an error.
Another big chunk of errors can be attributed to
incorrect recognition of the entity types present in
the question, e.g., whether the entity is of type lab
or procedure, or condition or symptom (example
2). To resolve this error, pretraining the model with
a named entity recognition objective might be useful. A next set of errors are due to identification of
incorrect span of entities (example 3). This error
can be attributed to the fact that the the model has
not seen the question form in train data (due to
paraphrase-level splits). For the remaining error
categories, 7% are caused due to attribute errors
like min, max, and finally 4% of the errors are

Results

Table 3 presents results of the experiments5 . The
baseline seq2seq with copy model gives high performance in the naive splitting scheme, however
the performance drops when we evaluate the model
with the paraphrase-level splits. In our experiments, the ParaGen+ParaDetect model provides
similar performance to the baseline seq2seq with
copy model. This may be attributed to a lack of
4

Model

https://github.com/jointparalearning/AdvancingSeq2Seq
Results will vary with different initialization seeds
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Question
Form
what
were
the
results
of the abnormal
white
blood cells in
2139-04-01
06:23:00

Predicted LF

GT Logical Form

labevent (white blood cells) [abnormalresultflag=y, date=213904-01 06:23:00, result=x] or
procedureevent(white
blood
cells)
[abnormalresultflag=y,
date=2139-04-01 06:23:00,result=x] or vitalevent(white blood
cells) [date=white 06:23:00
(result=x)>vital.refhigh] or......

has the patient
had a previous
intracerebral
hemorrhage
has this patient ever had
a documented
chest x-ray at
another va

labevent (intracerebral hemorrhage) [date=x] or procedureevent
(intracerebral
hemorrhage)
[date=x]
labevent (documented chest)
[date=x] or procedureevent
(documented chest) [date=x] or
vitalevent (documented chest)
[date=x]

date of acute
bronchitis

conditionevent (acute bronchitis)
[min(diagnosisdate=x)] or symptomevent (acute bronchitis)

has the patient
had a previous
unspecified
viral hepatitis c without
hepatic coma

conditionevent (unspecified hepatitis c without hepatic coma) [diagnosisdate=x] or symptomevent
(unspecified viral hepatitis c without hepatic coma) [onsetdate=x]
]

Error
Perc
category
labevent (white blood cells) [ab- multiple
47%
normalresultflag=y, date=2139- entities
04-01 06:23:00,
result=x]
or
procedureevent(white
blood
cells)
[abnormalresultflag=y,
date=2139-04-01
06:23:00,result=x]
or
vitalevent(white blood cells)
[date=2139-04-01
06:23:00,
(result=x)>vital.refhigh] or .....
conditionevent
(intracerebral confusion 28%
hemorrhage) [diagnosisdate=x] between
or symptomevent (intracerebral the entity
hemorrhage) [onsetdate=x]
type
labevent (chest x-ray) [date=x] wrong
12%
or procedureevent (chest x-ray) entity
[ date=x ] or vitalevent (chest x- span
ray) [date=x]
(paraphrase
split)
conditionevent (acute bronchi- attribute
7%
tis) [diagnosisdate=x] or symp- error
tomevent (acute bronchitis) [onsetdate=x]
conditionevent (unspecified hep- semantic 4%
atitis c without hepatic coma) [di- errors
agnosisdate=x] or symptomevent (extra
(unspecified viral hepatitis c with- brackets)
out hepatic coma) [onsetdate=x]

Table 4: Error analysis of randomly chosen 100 error instances in the semantic parsing model.

caused due to a long tail of semantic errors like
extra brackets, etc.

6

BQA slot-fills entities with discretion by filtering
out certain entities based on their attributes (like
certain diagnoses based on ICD codes, medications
based on drug type). This results in more realistic realization of question instances. (2) Question
Diversity. The dataset is rich in paraphrases (paraphrase groups have been updated from emrQA) (3)
Dataset Difficulty. We provide paraphrase-level
splits that helps train models that can generalize
to unseen paraphrases of the train questions at test
time. This is useful in practical settings. As described in the error analysis, in learning to map
questions to logical forms, the challenges include
recognizing the correct entity spans and types from
the question, learning to predict long logical forms,
and generating multiple attributes and constraints

Discussion

Advantages of emrKBQA. emrKBQA is the first
large-scale community shared patient-specific QA
dataset for answering physician questions from
structured patient records. It follows a semiautomated process similar to emrQA (which releases QA pairs on clinical notes), where logical
forms are the only expert-provided input. These
logical forms lend credibility to the dataset as they
capture entities, attributes, and relations required
to answer a question and enable slot filling and
answer generation. Some highlights of emrKBQA
are (1) Question Quality. Unlike emrQA, emrK71

in the logical form. (4) Logical forms generated
from the same schema as emrQA, allowing the
schema to be a unifying factor across structured and
unstructured QA. This allows for future updates in
a uniform manner.

information. Typically, structured data is unlikely
to store symptoms, relations between conditions
and symptoms or relations between conditions and
treatments. These relations are more likely to be
captured by unstructured data.
Question Answering on the entire EHR. emrKBQA is a step in the direction of being able to
answer a question anywhere in the EHR, since it
utilizes the same schema as emrQA that is used
to instantiate logical forms that capture information needs expressed in natural language questions.
The answer could now be derived from the structured KB, clinical notes or from both sources in a
complementary manner.

Limitations of emrKBQA. (1) Since we
wanted the question set to comprise of actual questions asked by physicians, the question set is limited to the initial pool collected from the polled
physicians. (2) The dataset is generated in a semiautomated manner that leads to some slot-filled
questions that are unlikely to be asked in a real
setting. (3) Redundancy of “question form” due to
slot filling. Several instances of the same template
with different slot-filled entities.

7

In future versions of the dataset, some of the
planned updates include the following: increasing the range of question types, the granularity of
questions asked, infuse the need for domain knowledge in understanding a question (using word/
phrase synonyms in slot-filling), better classification of temporal questions based on TimeML,
(Pustejovsky et al., 2003), generating more question paraphrases using automated methods (Soni
and Roberts, 2019; Min et al., 2020; Neuraz et al.,
2018; Dong et al., 2017). While this version of
the dataset is generated on randomly sampled 100
patients, we could apply the dataset generation process to any number of patients in MIMIC. It may be
interesting to include patient’s chosen as per some
criteria and contrast answers to similar questions
across the chosen cohort.

Conclusion

We create a new large-scale dataset, emrKBQA,
for answering patient-specific physician questions
from structured patient records. This communityshared release is created in a semi-automated manner and consists of over 900k question-logical formanswer triples, 389 question types (templates), with
≈7.5 paraphrases per question type. We benchmark
the dataset and quantify its usefulness in answering
questions by training models for semantic parsing
of questions to logical forms.
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Differences between emrQA and emrKBQA.
emrKBQA is best suited for answering factoid
questions such as test results as seen from the results discussed; 87% of emrKBQA (vs 11% of
emrQA) comprises test results since test value
columns are rarely null. Also, emrKBQA is not
limited by annotated clinical notes, which may be
a problem if there are very few sources to obtain
them. The benefit of emrQA is that it includes questions and answers about medications for problems,
response to treatments, temporal constraints and
etiology, all of which are unavailable in emrKBQA.
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